A leader is someone with authority, influence,
and ultimately power. While there are many
forms of leaders and leadership styles, the one
most well recognized is the ‘traditional
leader’. The ‘traditional leader’, is the oldest
and most familiar ideology of leadership. This
form of leadership has modelled its approach
on military doctrine to cultivate what we now
refer to as ‘top-down’ management.

The Traditional Leader
Individuals who fit into this style of
management often rely on hierarchical
structures within an organization as that
is what dictates their level of authority.

However, with the rise in flexible and hybrid organizational structures, establishing a clear hierarchy can be
difficult. Traditional leaders can face challenges because their management ethos is premised around the
belief that the leader knows best and therefore is accountable for setting the direction, strategy and
ultimately making the decisions. Innovation, creativity and collaboration are often undervalued and
unsolicited. With limited input from the team, the traditional leader can be slow to react to change and
unaware of growing dissent or challenges facing his or her team.
In stark contrast to the ‘traditional leader’,
today we see the rise of ‘candid leadership.’
This leader cultivates their power and
influence via transparency to form trust. By
allowing staff to see their flaws, candid leaders
are seen as authentic, giving their word
credibility. The candid leader shares
information for the sake of knowledge and
reassurance, not solely action.

The Candid Leader
The ‘candid leader’ relies more so on
the development of relationships and
authenticity to drive influence, with a
focus on human connections and
transparency.
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This leads us to question,

Does one form of leadership trump the other?

While there is enough research to demonstrate the merits of either form of leadership, in today’s hybrid
organizations where authority is not always linearly defined and the rules of engagement are far less
structured, it appears the informality of the candid leader tends to win out.
Why? Well, in an unstructured work environment, and one that is increasingly leading toward remote-work
permanency, information is currency. Individuals that can fully assess the complexities of a situation
through candid feedback and insights from varying areas across the organization are more likely to make
informed decisions that truly stick. In absence of such insights, decisions can be made in silos without a
full reflection of all the cascading implications. This can be further exacerbated in a remote work scenario
where in-person interactions are non-existent.
In periods of great uncertainty, much like the one brought on by the pandemic, the candid leader is
more likely to excel. This is because employees are more likely to trust their leader especially when risky
decisions need to be made quickly. There is far less resistance in carrying out a new plan or strategy
because the considerations behind the decision are transparently shared and when possible input is
solicited.

Part of the authenticity of a candid leader comes from their ability to
understand and value others. They appeal to the human connection
and lead by example.

A great demonstration of leading by example can be found in Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla.
In 2017, Tesla was scrutinized for the high injury rate that occurred at one of its manufacturing assembly
lines. Musk acknowledged the problem and also the limits of his existing knowledge of the situation. He
decided that the best course of action was for him and his managers to perform the tasks associated with
the assembly lines.
Musk reasoned that this would allow him to see, personally, what the conditions of the job were. This
decision caused his employees to see Musk as a credible and empathetic leader and helped to inform
Musk’s go-forward decision based on first-hand experience. His visible interest in resolving the problem
resulted in forthcoming insights from front-line employees that may not have otherwise shared their
insights.
During a crisis, the candid leader is incredibly valuable. By prioritizing qualities like transparency and
authenticity they are able to ascertain what’s really going on through the rapport and trust they have
cultivated with their peers, teams, and employees. This enables them to test innovative ideas quickly and
pivot in response to feedback with agility. The value of this form of leadership will continue to sustain
particularly in the hybrid organizations of the future.
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So how do you develop more
transparency in your leadership style?
While not every situation allows a leader to
lead candidly there are various advantages
to leading with transparency. These are
some basic strategies you could use:

Lead by example – Acknowledge your own
mistakes or your limitations, share your
challenges during a change process.

Limit judgement – When we solicit input a
natural reaction may be to react defensively to
opinions that contradict our own. By limiting
the need to jump to judgement we allow our
teams and peers to share honestly which
ultimately helps inform sustainable strategies.

De-stigmatize the concept of ‘failure’ – In
order to encourage innovation and draw on
candid insights from your teams, you must destigmatize the idea of failure as negative and
make ‘failure’ an opportunity for learning.

Offer inclusive opportunities for
engagement – Provide opportunities for your
teams and employees to participate and
engage in workplace changes or projects. This
helps develop a sense of inclusion, control and
participation in the change process.

Solicit input bottom-up – Sometimes leaders
may tend to focus on soliciting input laterally
and above as those are the individuals they
interact with most frequently. However often
those closest to your client or customer are
your middle and front-line employees. They
can provide insights you haven’t considered
based on their proximity to the customer.

Don’t forget the follow-up – While it is
important to solicit input, an equally critical
step is the follow-up. Following up with
suggestions or input is necessary to ensure
your teams and employees feel you are taking
their feedback into consideration and are
tactically addressing concerns. Without such
follow-up, the process of solicitation can feel
like a ‘make do’ activity that loses its
authenticity.

Limit hierarchy during collaboration – In
order to encourage free-flowing ideas, limit the
need to ‘pull rank’ during brainstorming
sessions to avoid the possibility of limiting
discussions.
Cultivate curiosity – Encouraging and
rewarding questions can help make your team
more inquisitive. By creating a space that
prioritizes honesty and is free of judgement,
you can support your teams and peers to
explore new ideas.

While empathy focuses on other people’s
perceptions, it is important to be aware of our
own experiences and emotions as well. Every
single one of us experiences the world
differently. This situation, while instinctual, also
means we can be quick to judge others’
choices because our perception of an
experience is different from theirs. This is why
it is vital for a candid leader to be self-aware.
To understand others, the candid leader must
be able to understand themselves and
regulate themselves accordingly.
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Exercise Self-awareness.
The following are some things to consider during this this practice:

1
2
3

Examine your reactions
Consider how external situations impact you.
Ask yourself:
'What triggers a negative response in me?’
‘What triggers a positive response in me?’
‘How would these situations affect my
behaviour towards others?’

Ask for feedback, from a trusted source
You need to understand others’ perceptions of you.
For example, in a situation where we feel justified
in being angry, others might see it as an
overreaction. This doesn’t invalidate your feelings,
it simply means that you need to reassess the
situation from an objective standpoint. This can be
done by asking people you trust for feedback on
how your behaviour is perceived through their lens.

4
5

Consider Externality
Different situations call for different behaviours and
actions. A self-aware leader is able to assess the
situation and gauge the appropriate reaction. Some
situations may call for a tactical and resultsoriented response, others may require an
empathetic or emotional response. It is the context
that decides which reaction is more apt.

Understand your values and priorities
By finding similarities and differences between your
priorities and those of your employees and peers,
you will be able to understand them better. Ask
yourself
‘What drives me?’
‘What motivates me?’
‘Are these values that I share with others?’
‘Are these priorities foreign to others?’
‘How can I communicate these priorities
effectively?’

Keep your curiosity alive, and keep your
mind open
Self-awareness is a life-long goal. Prioritize
continuous learning and keep an open mind. Stay
curious and ask yourself leading questions to
better understand yourself and your teams.

The candid leader is someone whose influence grows stronger through their
ability to develop trust, rapport and authenticity.
While no one leadership style can trump another, the merits of leading with candor are evident. By taking
steps to evaluate your leadership style and remaining open to self-improvement you strengthen your ability
to lead in the face of unprecedented change.
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